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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a decision support model for USVs to improve the accuracy of collision avoidance
decision-making. It is formed by Navigation Safety Domain (NSD) and domain-based Collision Risk Index
(CRI), capable of determining the collision stage and risk between multiple ships. The NSD is composed
of a warning domain and a forbidden domain, which is constructed under the constraints of COLREGs
(International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea). The proposed domain based CRI takes the
radius of NSD in various encounter situations as threshold parameters. It is found that the value of
collision risk in any directions can be calculated, including actual value and risk threshold. A catamaran
USV and 6 given vessels are taken as study objects to validate the proposed model. It is found that the
judgment of collision stage is accurate and the azimuth range of risk exists can be detected, hence the
ships can take direct and effective collision avoidance measures. According to the relation between the
actual value of CRI and risk threshold, the decision support rules are summarized, and the specific terms
of COLREGs to be followed in each encounter situation are given.
© 2021 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Unmanned Surface Vehicles are intelligent ships which can
navigate autonomously and maintain a pre-planned route without
interference from the Officer of the Watch (OOW). USVs are
composed by complicated systems, including target identification,
collision avoidance, decision making, environmental perception,
GNC (guidance, navigation, control) technology, real-time
communication technology, etc (Campbell and Naeem, 2012). In
practical application, USVs are widely employed for a wide range of
missions, including scientific research, environmental monitoring
and sampling, ocean resource exploration, communication trans-
mission, maritime patrol, emergency responsemission andmilitary
ng), anmin.zhang@tju.edu.cn
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strike (Svec et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016; Thompson and Guihen,
2019; Zereik et al., 2018; Pu et al., 2020).

The collision avoidance decision-making system of unmanned
vessels plays the role of the “navigation brain”, which is rather
fundamental for USVs to perform tasks safely (Song et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2019). As important foundations of collision avoidance
decision-making, the NSD and CRI are two widely used theories in
the navigation safety guarantee of ships (Huang et al., 2020). A flow
chart of collision avoidance decision system based on NSD and CRI
is shown in Fig. 1. The NSD can be adopted as a standard for judging
the collision avoidance time between the Own Ship (OS) and the
Target Ships (TS) which are violating the domain boundary; the CRI
model can monitor the long-distance target ship in real time and
evaluate the effect of collision avoidance actions.
1.1. Navigation safety domain

The NSD is defined as a 2-dimensional exclusive sea-room
around the vessels to avoid being invaded by other vessels or
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Fig. 1. Collision avoidance decision-making flow chart.
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obstacles, especially in the situations of formation navigation or
encounter with other ships (Fujii and Tanaka,1971). The research of
NSD for USVs and maritime autonomous vessels is still far from
completing. Savvaris et al. (2014) projected a safety radius of 200 m
around the USV in order to ensure that any collision can be avoided,
while the safety distance seems too large. Zhang et al. (2017)
adopted the velocity obstacle algorithm and dynamic window
method to realize local collision avoidance of USV. The elliptical
area is assigned as the exclusive domain of the OS and the obstacles,
but this is only conceptual and the authors did not give specific size
of this area. Lyu and Yin (2019) stated that the safety buffer be-
tween the OS and the TS should be changeable in accordance with
the sum of the radius of their respective NSD and the preset safe
distance, although the computing methods of the size of safety
domain were not given. Shen et al. (2019) integrated the modified
ship bumper, ship domain, predicted area of danger and motion
vector to achieve automatic collision avoidance of ships, but it turns
out that the calculation process is overly complicated. Tan et al.
(2020) defined a circular forbidden area for obstacle vessels or
the USV with a radius of DCPA (Distance to Closest Point of
Approach). However, this model does not involve the impacts of
environments and encounter situations. It can be found that many
of the existing safety domains for USVs are oversimplified or over-
detailed or needed for further study. If the USV applies an unrea-
sonable or unsuitable domain model for collision risk assessment
or decision-making, the accuracy of the results obviously cannot be
validated for the inaccuracy of the NSD, which is likely to seriously
endanger the navigation safety of the USV (Zhou et al., 2020).

Moreover, USVs or any other unmanned autonomous vessels
must act in a manner that is easily identified by other vessels
nearby, so the collision avoidance strategies should integrate rules
which arewidely accepted and adhered to, that is the COLREGs; this
issue is being widely concerned by researchers (Wang et al., 2019;
Woo and Kim, 2020; Han et al., 2020). When collision risk is
detected, the decision maker attempts to implement COLREGs by
adopting the “ordinary practice of seamen” and determining which
domain to the approaching vessels is forbidden (Naeem et al., 2016;
Porathe, 2019). However, hardly any works have successfully inte-
grated those rules into the construction of NSD. Therefore, part of
this paper will devote to propose a COLREGs-based NSD for USVs.
1.2. Collision risk index

CRI is a commonly used parameter in the research on collision
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avoidance and decision support of ships, which can reflect the
degree of collision risk quantitatively. As the basic index of
assessing vessel Encounter Situation (ES), CRI is essential for the
engineers developing autonomous collision avoidance decision-
making system (Gang et al., 2016). The concept of collision risk
index was firstly proposed by Kearon (1979), and the value was
obtained by using a polynomial equation to combine the DCPA
(Distance to the closest point of approach) and TCPA (Time to the
closest point of approach) into one parameter. In some recent
works of CRI, researchers has put other essential parameters into
the model of CRI, including the encounter angle, speed, distance,
bearing of the TS, etc (Ahn et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2016; Huang et
al., 2020), albeit this may cause disunity of dimensions due to
different units of variable.

In the study of real-time multiple ship collision risk assessment,
Zhen et al. (2017) adopted CRI for the cluster of encounter vessels.
The authors quantified the CRI by assigning weights for DCPA and
TCPA, although the weights are empirical. Xie et al. (2020) intro-
duced CRI into reinforcement learning and inverse control, took the
value of CRI as one of the system inputs. Thus, a composite learning
method for multi-ship collision avoidance was realized. Similarly,
Ma et al. (2020) employed CRI for elucidating the degree of collision
risk, and achieved collision avoidance under COLREGs for USVs via
deep reinforcement learning. If the value of CRI violates a pre-set
threshold, a collision alarm will be launched. Thus, the critical
value of CRI is a key parameter for determining when the collision
avoidance actions should be taken. This value is related to
numerous variables, which is multi-influenced and complicated.
The most popular methods for the determination of CRI threshold
are expert evaluation system (Chen et al., 2019) and fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation method (Gang et al., 2016; Xu et al.,
2016; He et al., 2015). These methods are empirical ones, and
need to be improved to dynamically adjust according to various
encounter situations specified in COLREGs. Hence, an objective
model of CRI is important for ships’ collision avoidance and will be
solved in this paper.
1.3. Relation between the COLREGs and USVs

COLREGs regulate how vessels should behave in situations
where there exists a risk of collision (Eriksen et al., 2019). The work
of this paper is based on the assumption that the USVs shall comply
with the COLREGs: the proposed NSD is constructed under the
constraints of COLREGs with considering the influence of different



Fig. 2. Navigation safety domain.
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encounter situations on the size of the safety domain; the decision-
making support rules given by the decision-making model are also
based on the terms of COLREGs. However, whether the USVs should
abide by the COLREGs like the manned ship or what kind of rules
the unmanned ship should follow is still a question being discussed
(Porathe, 2019; Zhou et al., 2019; Felski and Zwolak, 2020). The size,
structure and speed of the USVs may affect the applicability of
COLREGs. Some scholars believe that it is essential to comply with
COLREGs only when the tonnage or length or speed of the un-
manned ship reaches a certain level. But anyway, from the
perspective of the compliance of the rules, since the “floatability”
and “used or capable of being used as a means of transport on
water” of the vessels, to which Rule 3 of the COLREGs requests are
satisfied, USVs should abide by this regulation in any marine ac-
tivities like the common ships do, “unmanned” shall not weaken
the applicability of the COLREGs to USVs (Li, 2019; Zhou et al., 2020;
Chang et al., 2020). From the perspective of practical application, in
the case of unmanned ships and manned ships coexist, the
communication for collision avoidance between man-machine or
machine-machine shall happen. This will lead to the level of un-
certainty grow particularly during communication between human
(seafarers) and machines (USVs) (IMO, 2018). In order to solve this
problem, common semantic rules are needed between different
subjects, known to and obeyed by all vessels at sea. It is much easier
to quantify the COLREGs into the intelligent system of unmanned
vessels than to make a new set of rules and change the “ordinary
practice of seamen”. Although COLREGs may need to be revised in
the future to meet the development of unmanned ships, the work
under the framework of COLREGs in this paper is reasonable.

Hereinafter, the remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the proposed model of navigation safety
domain and domain-based collision risk index. The NSD is formed
by warning domain and forbidden domain, which is able to
distinguish different encounter situations specified in COLREGs.
The CRI model is developed from the complex plane CRI, which can
determine the value of collision risk in any azimuths. Section 3 is
the model validation, a catamaran USV named Dolphin-I was taken
as the study object, and the decision making rules were given.
Section 4 discusses the findings and limitations of this paper, and
looks forward to the further studies. Section 5 summarizes the full
text.

2. Methodology

2.1. Model of navigation safety domain

The navigation safety domainwas studied in this section, whose
radius is determined by the dimension parameters, maneuver-
ability parameters and coefficient of encounter situations.
Following the definition method of the three existing encounter
situations in COLREGs, the situation of “overtaken” can be defined
as: An USV shall be deemed to be overtaken when coming up by
another vehicle from a bearing of more than 22.5� abaft the beam.
When the NSD of the overtaken vehicle is being violated, the
overtaking USV shall keep out of the way, the overtaken USV shall
keep its course and speed (Zhou et al., 2020). Different from the
traditional single-layer safety domain, the NSD proposed in this
paper was formed by two parts: warning domain and forbidden
domain, which canmore effectively guarantee the navigation safety
of USVs, see Fig. 2. The solid black line represents the warning
domain, which is an ellipse area made up of four semi-axis with
different lengths. The red dotted line represents the forbidden
domain, which is a circular zone. When the boundary of the
warning domain is infringed, the USV shall take collision avoidance
actions according to the requirements of COLREGs and the time for
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that is relatively sufficient. When the TS is getting close to the point
which violating the boundary of own ship's forbidden domain, the
situation is so urgent that it is obligatory for OS to slow down and
stop the vessel.

The warning domain is modeled by adopting the quaternion
ship domain (Wang, 2010, 2013) and basic navigation safety
domain (Zhou et al., 2020), which is an elliptical model with four
semi-axis in corresponding bearings. In this novel domain model,
the effect of encounter situations on domain size was taken into
consideration and the quantified coefficients were put into the
model. The warning domain can be represented in the following
forms.
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In the above equations, the OS was taken as the origin of co-
ordinates. The Rfore, Raft, Rstarb, Rport are the four radius of the
warning domain. L and B denote the length and breadth of the ship.
T90 is the time for ships to alter 90� heading, this is an empirical
formula obtained from full-scale ship experiment. AD is the
advance distance, the longitudinal forward distance of the gravity
center in the case of the vessel turning 90� from the start of
steering; DT is the tactical diameter, the transverse distance of the
gravity center in the case of the vessel turning 180� from the start of
steering. ES represents the encounter situations, including head-on,
crossing, overtaking and overtaken. s(i), t(i) are the coefficients of
encounter situations. △V is the relative speed represented by
V0eV1 and V0, V1 are speeds of own USV and the TS, q is the relative
angle (the angle less than 90�) between course line of OS and the TS
in crossing situation.

When the collision is unavoidable, the ship needs to slow down
the speed to zero so as to lower the damage caused by collision.
Hence, the forbidden domain is a circular area in this study, and the
radius length is the standard stopping distance of USV. The
forbidden domain can be given as follows.

FD¼fðx; yÞj f ðx; y;QFDÞ�1;QFD ¼Dg (9)

f ðx; y;QFDÞ¼
n
x2 þ y2 ¼D2; jxj �D; jyj �D

o
(10)

Where, D is the stopping distance of USV, the longitudinal move-
ment distance of the gravity center when the speed of ship is
reduced from full to zero.

Hence, the expression of NSD can be obtained by combining
warning domain and forbidden domain, as written as follows.

NSD¼
	
WD; D<R � min

n
Rfore;Raft ;Rstarb;Rport

o
FD; R � D

(11)

Where R is the distance from any point around the USV to the co-
ordinate origin.
Fig. 3. Stages before collision.
2.2. Domain based collision risk index

Navigation risk assessment should be carried out before the USV
take collision avoidance actions. The value of CRI is mainly depends
on the synthesis of DCPA, TCPA, bearing of target ship and the
buffer distance, which together reflect collision possibility and the
degree of collision risk (Li and Pang, 2013). In general, the danger is
increasing as the DCPA getting lower; the urgency of taking action
is increasing as the TCPA getting lower. If the DCPA is less than a
buffer threshold distance, the USV is in risk of colliding with other
ships (Wang et al., 2018). The preset safety distance in this study is
the distance from the USV to the boundary of warning domain,
which is a function of angle and defined as R(F); the critical
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distance is the distance from the USV to the boundary of forbidden
domain, which is D. TCPAT is the time interval of the USV's gravity
center turning 90� from the start of steering in turning test; TCPAZ

is the time required for USV from full speed to zero. Thus, the stages
before collision can be defined and illustrated as Fig. 3.

When DCPA > R(F) or TCPA>3TCPAT, the USV is safe and would
not collide with other vessels, that is the situation I in Fig. 3. When
DCPA < R(F) and TCPAT < TCPA<3TCPAT, the current situation is
Close-quarters, as the situation II in Fig. 3. The collision risk is
forming in this case, although the decision-making time for USV is
relatively sufficient. When D < DCPA < R(F) or
TCPAZ < TCPA < TCPAT, the vessels are in Immediate danger, as the
situation III in Fig. 3. Collision avoidance actions need to be planned
at once by decision-making system. Only by making full prepara-
tion in the case of Close-quarters, can the incidence of the Imme-
diate danger be efficaciously reduced (Xu et al., 2016). When
DCPA < D and TCPA < TCPAZ, the collision is almost inevitable, that
is the situation IV in Fig. 3. It can be seen that themethod of judging
of the existence of collision risk by utilizing DCPA and TCPA is
complicated and full of uncertainty; it needs to be expressed in a
quantitative way to the decision support system in practical
application.

In order to solve the foregoing issues, this paper presents a CRI
calculation method for unmanned vehicles on the basis of domain-
based CRI model (Xu et al., 2016). In this study, the improvement to
the model is that the radius value of NSD is used to replace the
DCPAs which are previously assigned artificially; the turning time
and stopping time of USV are used as TCPAs. The integration of NSD,
CRI and maneuverability of the USV is realized, and the calculation
accuracy of the model can be improved. In addition, the domain
based CRI model takes the radius of NSD as the threshold param-
eters; it can give the consecutive risk values in different directions
and adjust the model parameters according to various encounter
situations. More importantly, the problem of disunity of DCPA and
TCPA dimensions can be solved. The domain based CRI model is
defined as follows.

CRI¼YfDCPA; TCPA; DCPAS; TCPAS; [g (12)



Algorithm 1
NSD and CRI Based Decision-Making Support

C Input:
Navigation parameters of OS: VO, C_OS.
Navigation parameters of TSs: Vk, C_TSk, RTk, ATk, k←1,2 … N.
C Output:
ESk, DCPAk, TCPAk, NSD_OS, CRI_TSk, Collision Stage.
1: Read navigation parameters of OS and TSs
2: for k)1 to N
3: Determine ESk
4: Calculate DCPAk, TCPAk, f(x,y;QWD)k, f(x,y;QFD)k, AWk, AFk, RWk, RFk
5: NSD_OS←max{f(x,y;QWD)k; f(x,y;QFD)k}
6: CRI_TSk){AWk, AFk, RWk, RFk}
7: end for
8: for k)1 to N
9: if AWk < RWk then
10: Collision Stage)I
11: else if AWk > RWk and AFk < RFk then
12: Collision Stage)II/III
13: else AFk > RFk then
14: Collision Stage)IV
15: end if
16: end for

Table 1
USV parameters and turning test data.

Index Parameters

Ship Name Dolphin-I
Ship Type Surface Catamaran
Length [m] 3.2
Breadth [m] 2.2
Weight [kg] 75.0
Draft [m] 0.3e0.5
Velocity [kn] 5.0
Advance [m] 16.5
Tactical Diameter [m] 25.5
Stopping Distance [m] 6.4
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Where DCPAs represents the threshold value of DCPA and reflects
the spatial urgency degree; TCPAs represents the threshold value of
TCPA and reflects the temporal urgency degree. Yf $g is the two-
dimensional spatial and temporal vector composed by DCPA and
TCPA.[is theweighting coefficient between DCPA and TCPA. qT is the
azimuth of TS.

It can be derived from Eqs. 12e16 that the values of DCPA and
TCPA need to be substituted when calculating actual collision risk
value and risk threshold. When DCPA is equal to the critical value
DCPAs (the radius of warning domain/forbidden domain), and TCPA
is equal to the critical value TCPAs (TCPAT and TCPAZ), the calculated
results are the risk threshold, which are defined as RW and RF;
when DCPA and TCPA are the actual parameters between OS and TS,
the calculated results are actual risk value, which are defined as AW
and AF. According to the designed algorithm, the pseudo code chart
of the NSD and CRI based decision-making support algorithm is
given Table Algorithm 1.

Remarks: N denotes the number of the TSs; Vk is the speed of the
kth TS; C_OS is the course of the OS; C_TSk is the course of the kth
TS; ESk denotes the encounter situation between the OS and the kth
TS; RT k represents the distance between the OS and the kth TS; ATk
represents the azimuth of the kth TS; DCPAk and TCPAk are the
DCPA and TCPA of the kth TS; CRI_TSk is the CRI value of the kth TS;
AWk is the actual value obtained from warning domain; AFk is the
actual value obtained from forbidden domain; RWk is the risk
threshold obtained fromwarning domain; RFk is the risk threshold
obtained from forbidden domain.
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3. Model validation

In this section, the proposed NSD and CRI models were applied
in simulations to judge the collision stage between the Dolphin-I
and 6 virtual target ships. The effectiveness of the model was
verified by comparing the results obtained from this novel method
and those from the traditional method. Furthermore, the actions
that the USV should take and the rules that should be followed in
each collision stage were given in this section.

3.1. Study object and field test description

A catamaran USV (named Dolphin-I) with adjustable scale was
taken as the study object. The Dolphin-I is not equipped with
rudder, but alter course through the speed difference between the
two propellers. This can make the platform more stable during
navigating, while it will result larger turning circle than the same
size mono-hull vessel. The maneuverability parameters of the USV
were obtained by field tests and the experiment was conducted in a
calm water lake in Tianjin University.

In this paper, it is assumed that there is no influence of strong
waves and currents in the lake. During the turning test, the USVwas
kept navigating forward until reaching a constant speed, and then
steered with the maximum turning rate to port or starboard
respectively. The average values of AD and DT in the multiple tests
were selected as the turning parameters of the study USV. The
needed design parameters of the USV and the maneuverability
parameters obtained from turning test were given in Table 1.

3.2. Simulations and results

According to the rules of COLREGs, the encounter situations
between ships can be divided into head-on, crossing and over-
taking (IMO, 1972). Formation cruising is a common method for
USVs to carry out missions, considering the fore vehicles are
frequently overtaken by the rear ones when they are navigating in
group, the situation “overtaken” was added, this is consistent with
that in the definition of NSD. Among different encounter situations,
the crossing is the most complicated for including large-angle
crossing, small-angle crossing and vertical crossing. And the OS
needs to give way to all the ships that appear on its starboard side,
and it is not a stand on ship until all ships are on the port side
(Wang et al., 2017). Thus, the crossing situation was divided into 3
sub-situations: In Crossing 1, the OS is the stand-on vessel; Crossing
2 is the small-angle crossing and the OS shall keep out of the way;
Crossing 3 includes the large-angle and vertical crossing and the OS
shall keep out of the way too. Taking own ship as the coordinate
origin, the encounter situations are shown in Fig. 4.

3.2.1. OS encounters with single ship
According to the above defined encounter situations, 6 TSs (Ship



Fig. 4. Description of the encounter situations.

Fig. 5. Position of the OS and the TSs in different scenarios.
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A-Ship F) were given for model validation and the value of course,
speed, distance, azimuth was assigned randomly under the specific
encounter situation. Assume that both unmanned vessels and
manned vessels are included in the group of given target ships, so
the COLREGs becomes the general rule of collision avoidance. The
verification is mainly conducted in simulation, the Dolphin-I is
virtualized and employed as the OS. The parameters obtained from
the field test were used to calculate the NSD. The ES between Ship A
and OS is head on, and the course of Ship A is reciprocal to that of
OS. Ship B-Ship D are crossing vessels with different courses. Ship E
is being overtaken by the OS and Ship F is an overtaking ship with
higher velocity. The scenarios in which the OS encounters with the
6 TSs respectively are considered firstly. Assuming that the course
of OS is 000� and the velocity is 5 m/s. The course, speed, distance
to OS and azimuth of the TS were assigned specific values, then the
DCPA/TCPA were calculated; and the collision stages between OS
and TSs can be estimated. Detailed can be seen in Table 2, the po-
sition of the OS and the TSs in different scenarios are shown in
Fig. 5.

The data in Table 2 were substituted into Eqs. (1)e(8), the size of
NSD for each encounter situationwas obtained, as shown in Fig. 6a;
and the visualization of NSDs in different scenarios were given in
Fig. 6b. It can be seen the NSD can effectively distinguish different
encounter situations and delimit the exclusive sea room to be
maintained in voyage. In the above-mentioned situations, the Rfore
Table 2
Encounter parameters of target ships.

Target Ship ES to Own Ship Course [degree] Speed [m$s�1] Di

Ship A Head on 180 2.5 12
Ship B Crossing 1 150 5 40
Ship C Crossing 2 240 5 50
Ship D Crossing 3 270 5 60
Ship E Overtaking 000 3 50
Ship F Overtaken 000 7.5 30
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and Rstarb are always the longer ones in the four radiuses and the Raft
is the shortest. The reason is that in the “ordinary practice of sea-
men”, the tendency of navigators choosing to steer to starboard to
avoid collision is the highest (such as “port to port” in head-on
situation), thus the adequate space in bow and starboard di-
rections should be kept for collision avoidance. After the transiting,
the potential risk of the obstacles in stern direction to the OS is
decreased, so the Raft is relatively shorter (Shen et al., 2019).

In the above study, the collision stages of 6 TSs were estimated
according to DCPA/TCPA and Fig. 3, and the results will be applied to
verify the decision-making effect of the CRImodel. The radius of the
NSD in Fig. 6 is adopted as the R(F) in the CRI model, and the
stopping distance is taken asD. The TCPATand TCPAZ of theDolphin-
I are 7s and 2s, respectively. Therefore, the CRI threshold for
warning domain and forbidden domain of each encounter situation
can be calculated by Eqs.12e16, and then the actual value of the CRI
when the OS encountering with the 6 target ships can be obtained
respectively. Comparison of the threshold value and the actual
value is illustrated in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

Fig. 7 indicates the comparison between the risk threshold and
the actual collision risk value in warning domain. Fig. 7a shows the
head on situation between the OS and Ship A. In the bearing of
355�e005�, the actual value of CRI is 5.99e6.0 and the risk
threshold is 5.75. The actual value is greater than the threshold,
revealing that there would be a grave collision risk between the OS
and Ship A at this time, and the vehicles should take early and
substantial maneuver to avoid collision. Even in the head-on situ-
ation, the CRI values on the port side, starboard side and stern of the
USV are also be calculated. This is because NSD is a virtual exclusive
space around USV, and the boundary values of NSD used in the CRI
stance [m] Azimuth [degree] DCPA [m] TCPA [s] Collision
Stage

0 000 0 16.0 II
330 28.3 2.9 III
060 25.0 5.0 III
090 42.4 6.0 I
000 0 25.0 I
180 0 12.0 II



Fig. 6. Calculation and visualization of NSDs.
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model are in all directions. Fig. 7b is the crossing situation between
OS and Ship B. It can be seen that in the bearing of 330�e055�, the
range of the actual value is 7.4e9.4 and that of the risk threshold is
7.4e8.2. The actual value is greater than the risk threshold in this
bearing range, and in other directions are less than the threshold,
indicating that the collision risk mainly exists in front of the ship.
This could be explained that due to the constraints of COLREGs, the
OS needs to maintain its course and speed as the stand on vessel,
Ship B needs to keep out of the way as the give way vessel and shall
not pass through the bow of the stand on vessel. In order to prevent
the collision caused by ship B crossing ahead of OS, the actual value
of CRI has to be greater than the critical value in the azimuth of
330�e055�.

In Fig. 7c, the role of OS is the give way vessel and the stand on
vessel is approaching from the azimuth of 060�. The action by give
way vessels are specified in COLREGs that every vessel which is
directed to keep out of the way of another vessel shall, so far as
possible, take early and substantial action to keep well clear (IMO,
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1972; Wang et al., 2017; Kuwata et al., 2014). The collision avoid-
ance actions may be taken by the own ship includes altering course
to starboard/port or turning a circle. Thus, the actual value of CRI is
higher than risk threshold in the majority of bearings. The actual
values of collision risk in Fig. 7d and e are smaller than the risk
threshold; it means that the collision risk has not been formed. In
the both cases, the OS is obligated to keep out of the way early and
substantially. However, it can be seen from the results that the
current degree of risk is not emergency to cause the collision
avoidance actions. An effective decision-making system does not
take immediate action as soon as it senses obstacles/target ships. It
is crucial to take collision avoidance measures at an appropriate
and needful timing, which is conducive to reducing the number of
unnecessary collision avoidance measures taken by USV. In Fig. 7f,
the own ship is being overtaken, the Ship F may encounter with OS
in port side or starboard side. The collision risk is existing in this
case for the actual value is greater than risk threshold, the OS shall
take such action as will best aid to avoid collision when finding
herself so close that collision cannot be avoided by the action of
give way vessel alone.

The results show that the proposed decision-making model
based on warning domain can effectively give the bearing of risk
exists, even for the most complicated encounter of crossing. In
order to judge the current collision stage, the CRI value obtained by
forbidden domain needs to be further considered.

Fig. 8 shows the actual value of CRI and risk threshold calculated
with the radius of forbidden domain as the critical value. In the
given 6 encounter situations, the actual values are less than the risk
threshold, indicating that the current collision risk does not reach
the level of “accident inevitable”, which is consistent with the
conclusion in Table 2. On this basis, we modified the parameters of
the head-on situation in Table 2. The distance between the OS and
the Ship A was changed from 120m to 15m, and the TCPA was
correspondingly reduced from 16s to 2s. According to the DCPA/
TCPA theory, the collision is almost inevitable at this time. When
these parameters are brought into the CRI model, the obtained
value of AF is infinite, does reach the collision stage IV in Fig. 3. It
shows that the decision-making support model proposed in this
study can accurately judge the current risk situation in the case of
the OS encounters with single ship.

3.2.2. OS encounters with multiple ships
In the section of 3.2.1, it was verified that the domain-based CRI

model is reliable in judging the collision risk when the OS
encountering with a single target ship. While in actual navigation,
ships usually encounter with multiple target ships at the same
time, when in traffic-intensive waterways, ports waters or group
cruising. Thus, the ability of risk identifying of the proposed model
will be validated in the case of the OS encountering with multiple
TSs meanwhile. Similarly, the Dolphin-I USV is taken as the OS in
numerical simulation, and the Ship B, Ship C, Ship F in Table 2 are
taken as 3 target vessels which are getting closer to the OS.
Therefore, the current encounter situation is a complicated sce-
nario including crossing and overtaken, in which the OS should act
not only as the give-way vessel (to Ship C), but also as the stand-on
vessel (to Ship B and Ship F). According to the Algorithm 1, in
multiple ships encountering scenarios, the maximum value of the
navigation safety domain in each individual case is selected as the
radius of the current NSD. The purpose of this is to ensure the
navigation safety to the largest extent, identify the collision risk in
time and guide the USV to take collision avoidance action. The
radius length of the NSD is Rfore ¼ 42.8m, Raft ¼ 17.2m,
Rstarb ¼ 36.2m, Rport ¼ 30.9m. These parameters are substituted as
critical values into the model to calculate the trend of CRI in
different bearing and draw curves.



Fig. 7. Comparison of actual value and risk threshold for warning domain.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of actual value and risk threshold for forbidden domain.

Table 3
Decision making support rules.

Value of Collision
Risk Index

Collision
Stage

Evaluation

AW < RW I At this stage, the collision risk has not been formed,
ships can navigate and alter course freely. The
obligation of OS is keep watching, proceed at a safe
speed and determine if collision risk exists as
specified in Rule 5, Rule 6, Rule 7.

AW > RW and
AF < RF

II/III At this stage, the collision risk is forming and
increase gradually. The OSmust pay close attention
to approaching vessels, evaluate the type of
encounter situation and take collision avoidance
measures early and substantially, as specified in
Rule 6, Rule 8 and Rule 13, Rule 14, Rule 15, Rule
16, Rule 17.

AF > RF IV At this stage, the risk of collision has increased to
the extent that collision is almost inevitable. The
OS shall slacken speed or take all way off by
stopping or reversing the means of propulsion as
specified in Rule 8(e).
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Fig. 9 shows the comparison of CRI values calculated from the
warning domain and forbidden domain. The values in the azimuth
range of the 3 target ships are selected to plot the CRI curves, which
are Ship B (240�e360�), Ship C (000�e125�), Ship F (130�e235�), so
the values may jump at the nodes. The CRI data of different target
ships are not related to each other, the existence of collision risk is
judged by the relationship between their actual values and risk
thresholds, so the jump of the values does not affect the accuracy of
the results. Fig. 9a indicates the relation between the actual value of
CRI and the risk threshold obtained from the warning domain. It
can be seen that in the azimuth of 330�e240�, the actual value of
CRI is greater than the risk threshold, which proves the potential of
collision risk. This range of azimuth is exactly the direction inwhich
the target ships are approaching. Fig. 9b reveals the relation be-
tween the actual value of CRI and the risk threshold obtained from
the forbidden domain. In all directions, the actual value of CRI is less
than the risk threshold, indicating that although the collision risk
has been formed, it has not reached the degree of “collision
Fig. 9. Comparison of CRI value calculated from
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inevitable”. In this complicated case, if we only apply the DCPA/
TCPA theory, we have to compare the DCPA and TCPA values of the
3 TSs respectively, the tedious work could possibly cause human
error. While the domain-based CRI model can clearly visualize the
collision risk and demonstratemore intuitively. In the development
of intelligent collision avoidance system, the model is helpful to
improve the autonomous decision-making ability of unmanned
vehicles.

In practice, specified strategies should be adopted according to
the relation between actual value of CRI and risk threshold. Thus,
Table 3 summarized how to judge the current collision stage by
using the values of AW, RW, AF and RF. Since the work of this article
was conducted under the premise that the USV needs to comply
with the COLREGs, Table 3 further summarized the specific rules of
COLREGs that need to be abided by in each collision stage, which
can be used to guide the designing of USV's local path planning
algorithm in the future. Compared with the traditional DCPA/TCPA
theory to judge the collision stage, the novel NSD-CRI model is
more objective. By comparing CRI values, the collision stage can be
judged accurately, which greatly reduces the probability of human
warning domain and forbidden domain.



AD Advance Distance
COLREGs International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea
CRI Collision Risk Index
DCPA Distance to Closest Point of Approach
DT Tactical Diameter
ES Encounter Situations
GNC Guidance, Navigation, Control
NSD Navigation Safety Domain
OOW Officer of the Watch
OS Own Ship
TCPA Time to Closest Point of Approach
TS(s) Target Ship(s)
USVs Unmanned Surface Vehicles
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error in the process of decision-making.

4. Discussion

In this section, some assumptions and limitations of this article
were discussed. In the simulation test of Section 3.2, the encounter
parameters between the OS and 6 TSs were given empirically,
including course, speed, azimuth, etc. Various encounter situations
were formed by the combination of these parameters, which can be
used in the simulation of different situations. However, these pa-
rameters are static and only represent the situation at a certain
time, and the further operations of the TSs and their impact on the
OS are not considered. Therefore, in the future study, a series of
collision avoidance operation parameters of the multiple target
ships will be given, and the dynamic effect of the decision-making
support model will be discussed. In addition, the judgment of the
collision stage is mainly based on the NSD of the OS, without
considering that of the TSs. This is consistent with the first defini-
tion of ship domain reviewed by Szlapczynski and Szlapczynska,
(2017). The size of the TSs is not involved in this paper, only the
encounter situations and collision avoidance parameters are
considered. In the actual navigation, the size of the target ships is
likely to affect the effect of collision avoidance, which will also be
considered in future research. There are in total 38 rules involved in
the COLREGs, while only Rule 5e8 and 13e17 are mentioned in the
decision-making support rules of Table 3 for they are the most
relevant ones for the collision avoidance of USVS (Eriksen et al.,
2019). Other activities of the USVs are also obligated to be consis-
tent with the rules of COLREGs, such as the color of lights at night.

It can be seen from Figs. 7 and 9 that the domain based CRI
model can judge the bearing of collision risk existing, that is, the
bearing range where actual value of CRI is greater than the risk
threshold, regardless of whether it is under the condition of single
ship or multiple vessels. So when the OS needs to maneuver to
avoid collision, can it directly alter course to the directionwhere the
actual value of CRI is less than the risk threshold? Obviously, the
answer is no. Because this may cause a series of newcollision risk or
conflict with COLREGs. Taking the multiple ships encounter in this
paper as an example: when the OS encounters with the Ship B, Ship
C and Ship F, the OS needs to keep the way out for the Ship C, while
the Ship B and Ship F are obligated to keep theway out for the OS. In
Fig. 9a, the CRI risk threshold in azimuth 240�e330� is less than the
actual value, which proves that there is no collision risk for the time
being. Suppose that the OS adjusts course to 280� in order to give
way for Ship C, then the risk of collision between the OS and Ship B
is seriously increased. Because the Ship B is obligated to be the give-
way vessel, it will adjust its course to the starboard side in order not
to cross the bow direction of the stand-on vessel as stipulated in
Rule 15 of the COLREGs. Therefore, the model proposed in this
paper can be used as a basis to judge the existence and direction of
collision risk. While when the ships need to take anti-collision
actions, it should abide by the provisions of the collision avoid-
ance decision-making rules summarized in Table 3.

Sooner or later, the autonomous navigation of vessels can be
realized. At that time, there will be no need for human beings to
interfere with ship maneuvering and decision-making. With the
support of multi-sensor and decision algorithms, the ship will
knowwhen andwhatmeasures to take to avoid collision. Of course,
this process is likely to take longer than training a cadet to a senior
ship master. In a sense, the work of this paper is to promote the
autonomy of USVs.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a decision support model of collision avoidance for
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unmanned surface vehicle was studied, which is composed of
navigation safety domain and collision risk index. This model can
give the collision risk level with the radius of NSD and DCPA/TCPA
as parameters, and provides decision support for the further ac-
tions of USVs. A catamaran USV and several given virtual target
ships were employed to verify the reliability of the proposedmodel.
The following conclusions can be drawn.

(1) The proposed NSD can delimit the warning domain and
forbidden domain according to the encounter situation, the
geometric parameters and maneuverability parameters of
the USV.

(2) The domain based CRI in this study was developed from the
complex plane theory, which can solve the problem of
disunity units of DCPA and TCPA. This method can give the
value of CRI in all direction around the OS, and determine the
risk threshold. By comparing the actual value with the risk
threshold, the azimuth range of collision risk exists can be
obtained.

(3) Through the relation between the actual value of CRI and the
risk threshold, the collision stage between the OS and the TSs
can be determined. Furthermore, this paper gives the deci-
sion making support rules under the constraint of COLREGs
to guide the collision avoidance action of USVs.

Decision support is a crucial part of the safety guarantee of USVs
and has a wide application prospect. In further study, the NSD and
CRI will be used for multi-vessel collision avoidance and local path
planning.
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